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QUANTUM HYPERPLANE SECTION THEOREM FOR
HOMOGENEOUS SPACES
BUMSIG KIM
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT DAVIS
Abstract. We formulated a mirror-free approach to the mirror conjecture, namely,
quantum hyperplane section conjecture, and proved it in the case of nonnegative
complete intersections in homogeneous manifolds. For the proof we followed the
scheme of Givental’s proof of a mirror theorem for toric complete intersections.
1. Introduction
Quantum cohomology of a symplectic manifold is a certain deformed ring of the
ordinary cohomology ring with parameter space given by the second cohomology
group. It encodes enumerative geometry of rational curves on the manifold. In
general it is difficult to compute the quantum cohomology structure. On the other
hand, mirror symmetry predicts an answer to traditional questions of counting the
virtual numbers of rational curves of a given degree on a three-dimensional Calabi-Yau
manifold, which amounts to knowing the structure of the quantum cohomology. In the
large class of Calabi-Yau manifolds, the complete intersections in toric manifolds or
homogeneous spaces, this mirror symmetry prediction [7, 3, 1, 2] can be interpreted as
a quantum cohomology counterpart of the weak Lefschetz hyperplane section theorem
relating cohomology algebras of the ambient manifolds and their hyperplane sections.
As it is mentioned in [13], “quantum hyperplane section conjecture” can be formulated
in intrinsic terms of Gromov-Witten theory on the ambient manifold and does not
require a reference to its mirror partner. In this paper we formulate and prove the
conjecture for homogeneous spaces. It would be one of the highly nontrivial functorial
properties enjoyed by quantum cohomology algebras. One can compute the virtual
numbers of rational curves on a Calabi-Yau 3-fold complete intersection, provided
one knows the quantum cohomology algebra of the ambient space. In fact, one needs
to know the quantum differential equations of the space, which are certain linear
differential equations arising from the flat connection in the quantum cohomology
algebra. The mirror symmetry prediction is that the quantum differential equations
of a Calabi-Yau manifold are equivalent (in a sense) to the Picard-Fuchs differential
equations of another Calabi-Yau manifold. In contrast, the proposed conjecture is
that there is a certain relation between quantum differential equations of a manifold
and those of a certain complete intersection. When the ambient space is a symplectic
toric manifold, the conjecture is a corollary of the Givental mirror theorem [14].
Let X be a compact homogeneous space of a semi-simple complex Lie group and
let V be a vector bundle over X . Suppose V ′β := π∗e
∗
1V becomes a vector orbi-bundle
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over Kontsevich moduli spaceM 0,0(X, β) where e1 is the evaluation map at the (first)
marked point from M0,1(X, β) to X and π is the map from M0,1(X, β) to M 0,0(X, β)
associated with “forgetting the marked point” [16]. Then one might want compute∫
M0,0(X,β)
Euler(V ′β).
Introduce a formal parameter ~. Then it turns out that the classes
GVβ := (e1)∗
Euler(Vβ)
~(~− c)
would be better considered [12], where Vβ = π
∗(V ′β) and c (depending on β) are
the first Chern classes of the universal cotangent line bundles. The classes are in
H∗(X)[~−1]. They recover the original integrals which we want:∫
X
GVβ =
−2
~3
∫
M0,0(X,β)
Euler(V ′β) + o(~
−3).
Consider the classes
GXβ := (e1)∗
1
~(~− c)
corresponding to X itself (without V ). When V is a convex, decomposable, vector
bundle ⊕Lj of line bundles Lj , the main result of this paper proves some explicit
relationship between A := {GVβ | β ∈ H2(X,Z)} and B := {H
V
β ∪G
X
β | β ∈ H2(X,Z)},
where
HVβ =
∏
j
<c1(Lj),β>∏
m=0
(c1(Lj) +m~)
which is the key object introduced in this sequel.
We now formulate the precise result of this paper. Let {pi}
k
i=1 denote the Z+ basis
of the closed integral Ka¨hler (ample) cone of X . Let us introduce formal parameters
qi, i = 1, ..., k, and the ring Q[[q1, ..., qk]] of formal power series of qi. Denote by q
β
k∏
i=1
q<pi,β>i .
For simplicity, let GX0 = 1 and G
V
0 = Euler(V ). We want to compare generating
functions JV and IV from A and B, respectively:
SV :=
∑
β
qβGVβ
ΦV :=
∑
β
qβHVβ ∪G
X
β .
We prove that one can be transformed to another by a unique “mirror” transforma-
tion. To describe the transformation, let
qi = e
ti , for i = 1, ..., k,
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and introduce another formal variable t0. Define degree of qi by
c1(TX)− c1(V ) =
∑
(deg qi)pi.
Let
JV (t0, ..., tk) := e
(t0+
∑
i piti)/~SV
and
IV (t0, ..., tk) := e
(t0+
∑
i piti)/~ΦV ,
which are formal power series of t1, ..., tk, e
t0 , ..., etk over H∗(X)[~−1].
Theorem 1. Assume that deg qi ≥ 0 for all i. Then J
V and IV coincide up to a
unique weighted homogeneous change of variables: t0 7→ t0+f0~+f−1 and ti 7→ ti+fi,
where f−1, ..., fk are power series of q1, ..., qk over Q without constant terms, deg fi =
0, i = 0, ..., k, and deg f−1 = 1.
Remarks: 0. JV will be shown to be the cohomological expression of solutions to
quantum differential equations associated to (X, V ), which is closely related to the
quantum differential equations of the smooth zero locus of V . The theorem can be
extended to the case of decomposable concavex vector bundles V .
1. The change of variables is uniquely determined by coefficients of 1 = ( 1
~
)0 and
1
~
in the expansions of JV and IV as power series of 1
~
.
2. In the case of a symplectic toric manifold X the similar statement is a corollary
of a mirror theorem in [14], where ΦX is explicitly known.
3. For the proof of 1 we follow the scheme of Givental’s proof [12, 14] of the mirror
theorem for nonnegative complete intersections in toric manifolds.
4. The theorem verifies the prediction [1] of virtual numbers in Calabi-Yau 3-fold
complete intersections in Grassmannians.
5. A mirror construction is established for complete intersections in partial flag
manifolds [1, 2]. Because of the known quantum cohomology structure [8], in principle
there is no essential difficulty in finding GXβ for each partial flag manifold X , even
though a general formula of it is unknown.
6. The quantum hyperplane section principle is applied to a nonconvex manifold
in [19].
Notation: X will always be a generalized flag manifold G/P , where G is a complex
semi-simple Lie group and P is a parabolic subgroup. Let T be a maximal torus of G
in P and let T act onX on the left. Let a complex torus T ′ act onX trivially and let V
be a T×T ′-equivariant convex vector bundle overX . Consider E a multiplicative class
and suppose that E(V ) ∈ HT×T ′(X) is invertible inH(T×T ′)(X) := HT×T ′(X)⊗HT×T ′,
where H(T×T ′) is the quotient field of HT×T ′(pt). In section 2, we will not consider
T -action on X . In section 6, additionally we will assume that V is decomposable. The
convexity of V is by definition that H1(P1, f ∗V ) = 0 for any morphism f : P1 → X .
Let T × T ′ equivariant line bundles Ui, i = 1, ..., k, form ample basis of ordinary
Picard group. We denote
∫
X
ABE(V ) by < A,B >V0 , for A,B ∈ H
∗
(T×T ′)(X) and
also we use
∫
V
A :=
∫
AE(V ) (equivariant push forwards). The Mori cone of X
will be denote by Λ, which can be identified with Zk+ with respect to coordinates
pi := c1(Ui). On the additive group Z
k we will give the standard partial ordering, so
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that d := (d1, ..., dk) ≥ 0 means di ≥ 0. Let φv denote the equivariant pushforward
of 1 under the embedding iv of the fixed point v to (X, V, E); this (X, V, E) has
the Frobenius structure by pairing <,>V0 , so that Av :=< A, φv >
V
0 = i
∗
v(A) for
A ∈ H∗(T×T ′)(X). For a G-manifold M , let M
G denote the set of G-fixed points
of M . We will say simply degree and dimension for complex degree and complex
dimension, respectively. Let
∑
a Ta⊗T
a be the equivariant diagonal class of (X, V, E)
in X × X . That is, < Ta, T
b >V0 = δa,b. In the paper we will consider various
rings H∗T×T ′[[~
−1]][[q]] formal power series ring of ~−1, q over H∗T×T ′, H
∗
(T×T ′)[[~
−1]][[q]]
formal power series ring of ~−1, q over H∗(T×T ′), and H
∗
(T×T ′)(~)[[q]] formal power series
ring of q over quotient field of H∗T×T ′[~].
Structure of the paper: In section 2, we recall a general theory of Gromov-Witten
invariants and quantum cohomology. We introduce the Givental Correlators SV . In
section 3, we show that the equivariant correlators satisfy certain “almost recursion
relations.” In section 4, we introduce the double construction and show that the cor-
relators satisfy certain polynomiality in the double construction. In section 5, we
introduce certain class P(X, V, E) of series of q = (q1, ..., qk), ~
−1 over H∗T×T ′(X),
where a ‘mirror’ group acts freely and transitively. In section 6, we introduce a mod-
ified correlator of SX . It will also belong to the class P(X, V, E). The modification is
given by the hypergeometric correcting Euler classes HVβ according to the decompo-
sition type of V . In sections 7 and 8, we analyze the torus T action on a generalized
flag manifold and its one dimensional orbits, the representations of the section spaces
of equivariant line bundles restricted to the orbits. The analysis would be useful to
find the explicit expression of ΦX .
Acknowledgments: I am grateful to A. Givental and Y.-P. Lee for helping me to un-
derstand the paper [12]; and V. Batyrev, I. Ciocan-Fontaine, B. Fulton, B. Kreußler,
E. Tjøtta, K. Wirthmu¨ller for useful discussions on the papers [12, 14]. Also, I would
like to thank Institut Mittag-Leffler for the financial support during the year-long
program, “enumerative geometry and its interactions with theoretical physics” in
1996/1997. My special thank goes to D. van Straten for numerous comments and
help to improve the clarity of the paper.
2. Mirror Symmetry
2.1. The moduli space of stable maps. To fix notation we recall the definition
of stable maps and some elementary properties of the moduli spaces of stable maps
to X [16, 10, 6]. The notion of stable maps is due to M. Kontsevich. We recommend
the (survey) paper of W. Fulton and R. Pandharipande [10].
A prestable rational curve C is a connected arithmetic genus 0 projective curve
with possibly nodes. The curve is not necessary irreducible. A prestable map
(f, C; x1, ..., xn) is a morphism f from C to X with fixed ordered n-many marked
distinct smooth points xi ∈ C. We will identify (f, C; {xi}) with (f
′, C ′, {x′i}) if there
is an isomorphism h from C to C ′ preserving the configuration of marked points such
that f = f ′ ◦ h. A stable map (f, C; {xi}) is a prestable map with only finitely many
automorphisms.
Let M 0,n(X, β) be the (coarse moduli) space of all stable maps (f, C; {xi}
n
i=1)
with the fixed homology type β = f∗([C]) ∈ H2(X,Z). Whenever it is nonempty,
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the moduli space is a connected1 compact complex orbifold with complex dimension
dimX+ < c1(TX), β > +n− 3.
More precisely, locally near a stable map the moduli space has data of a quotient
of a holomorphic domain by the (finite) group action of all automorphisms of the
stable map. In the paper [10] are constructed smooth open complex domains V with
finite groups Γ which act on V such that V/Γ are naturally glued together in the
moduli space of stable maps. Let X ⊂i P
N , β 6= 0, and (X, i∗(β)) 6= (P
1, [line]). Here
[line] denotes the line class of H2(P
N). Given a stable map (f, C) (without marked
points for simplicity), choose hyperplanes Hj in P
N satisfying that {Hj} gives rise to
a basis of H0(PN ,O(1)), f is transversal to the hyperplanes, and their inverse images
{xi,j}i = f
−1(Hj) contain no nodes of C. Then the data (C; {xi,j}) determines a point
in the moduli space of marked stable curves. Conversely, a point in a suitable closed
subvariety of an open smooth domain of the moduli space of marked stable curves
naturally determines a stable map f with the extra choices of elements in (C×)N . If
G is the product of the symmetric group of the elements of the each group {xi,j}i,
then this G has an action sending the data (f, C; {xi,j}) to another by permutations
of the new marked points. A (C×)N - bundle of the smooth closed subvariety is an
algebraic local chart of the moduli space of stable maps at f with the induced G
action.
Example: Let X = P2 and f be a stable map without marked points such that f
is transversal to the hyperplanes x = 0, y = 0, and z = 0. Assume no singular points
of C are mapped into the hyperplanes, and f∗[C] = 2[line]. Consider their inverse
images (Cartier divisors), a1, a2, b1, b2, c1, c2 in C. This information (C; a1, ..., c2) as a
stable curve will determine f uniquely with (C×)2 ambiguity. This (C×)2-bundle over
some open subset of the smooth space M0,6 is the local smooth chart. Notice that
for instance, (C; a2, a1, b1, b2, c2, c1) gives rise to the same f up to isomorphism. Thus
we have to take account of the quotient by the finite group permuting the elements
of sets {a1, a2}, {b1, b2} and {c1, c2}.
Claim: The stabilizer subgroup G(C;{xi,j}) of G is exactly the automorphism group
Aut(f, C) of (f, C).
Proof: We shall construct a correspondence between G(C;{xi,j}) and Aut(f, C).
Let g ∈ G(C;{xi,j}) which is given by one of the suitable permutations of xi,j . So,
g(C; {xi,j}) = (C; {g(xi,j)}). Since the permutation does not change the stable curve
(C; {xi,j}), there is an isomorphism h from (C; {xi,j}) to (C; {g(xi,j)}). The isomor-
phism h is unique since there is no nontrivial automorphism in the stable curve of
genus 0. Of course this h gives rise to an automorphism of (f, C).
Conversely, if h is an automorphism of (f, C), then it induces an isomorphism from
(C; {xi,j}) to (C; {g(xi,j)}) for a unique permutation g which we allow. Thus we es-
tablished 1-1 correspondence, which can be easily seen to be a group homomorphism.
Remark: The action of Aut(f, C) may not be effective in general. For instance, see
M 0,0(P
1, 2[line]).
2.2. Gromov-Witten Invariants and QH∗(T ′)(V ). There are natural morphisms
on the moduli spaces, namely, evaluation maps ei at the i-th marked points and
1For a proof of the connectedness see [18].
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forgetting-marked-point maps π:
M 0,n+1(X, β)
en+1
−−−→ X
pi
y
M0,n(X, β).
If si are the universal sections for the marked points, then ei = en+1 ◦ si (here we
assume that π is the forgetful map of the last marked point). In the orbifold charts,
π gives the universal family of stable maps as a fine moduli space.
Consider, for a second homology class β 6= 0 and an integer n ≥ 0, the vector orbi-
bundle Vβ = π∗(e
∗
n+1(V )). Here π is a flat morphism in the level of orbifold charts.
Thus indeed, Vβ is vector orbi-bundle with the fiber H
0(C, f ∗(V )) at (f, C; {xi}).
Notice that Vβ = π
∗(Vβ) (it has nothing to do with marked points).
Notation: for Ai ∈ H
∗
(T ′)(X),
V0 := V
M 0,i(X, 0) := X for i = 0, 1, 2
< A1, ..., AN >
V
β :=
∫
M0,N (X,β)
e∗1(A1) ∪ .... ∪ e
∗
N (AN) ∪ E(Vβ)
Then one can show that for all β∑
β1+β2=β
∑
a
< A1, A2, Ta >
V< T a, A3, A4 >
V
are totally symmetric in Ai. This property will be equivalent to the associativity of
the quantum cohomology of QH∗(T ′)(V ) which we define in the below.
Let us choose a basis {pi}
k
i=1 of H
2(X) by classes in the closed Ka¨hler cone.
Notation:
qβ :=
∏
i
q<pi,β>i
< A1, ..., AN >
V :=
∑
qβ < A1, ...., AN >
V
β
The quantum multiplication ◦ is defined by the following simple requirement; for
A,B,C ∈ H∗(T ′)(X)
< A ◦B,C >V0 =< A,B,C >
V
which is a formal power series of parameters qi. Thus our quantum cohomology
QH∗(T ′)(V ) is defined as H
∗
(T ′)(X)⊗Q Q[[q1, ..., qk]] with a product structure.
2.3. Givental’s Correlators. We review the topic after [9, 12].
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2.3.1. The flat connections and the fundamental solutions. Now let qi = e
ti with
the formal parameters ti. We have a one-parameter family of the formal D-module
structures on QH∗(T ′)(V ) by giving a flat connection ∇i = ~
∂
∂ti
− pi◦ for any nonzero
~, i = 1, ..., k. For the fundamental solutions we introduce ci ∈ H
∗
T ′(M 0,N(X, β)), so-
called Gravitational descendents. These ci are the first Chern classes of the universal
cotangent line bundles at the i-th marked points. The line bundles are, by definition,
the dual of the normal bundle of si(M 0,N(X, β)) in M 0,N+1(X, β).
Notation: Let fi(x) ∈ H
∗
(T ′)[y][[x]] for indeterminant x, y. Through out the paper,
< A1f1(c), ..., ANfN (c);B >
X
β :=
∫
M0,N (X,β)
e∗1(A1)f1(c1)...e
∗
N (AN)fN(cN)B
< A1f1(c), ..., ANfN(c);B >
V
β := < A1f1(c), ..., ANfN(c);BE(Vβ) >
X
β
< A1f1(c), ..., ANfN (c);B >
X =
∑
β
qβ < A1f1(c), ..., ANfN(c);B >
X
β
< A1f1(c), ..., ANfN(c);B >
V :=
∑
β
qβ < A1f1(c), ..., ANfN(c);B >
V
β
where Ai ∈ H
∗
(T ′)(X), B ∈ H
∗
(T ′)(M 0,N(X, β)).
The system of the first order equations ∇i~s = 0, i = 1, ..., k, has the following
complete set of (dimH∗(X))-many solutions [12],
~sa :=
∑
b
<
ept/~Ta
~− c
, Tb >
V T b,
where pt denotes
∑k
i=1 piti and ~ is a formal variable (but when β = 0, set ~ = 1).
The following two formulas show that ~sa are indeed solutions to the quantum
differential system ∇i~s = 0.
Using that ci − π
∗(ci) is the fundamental class ∆i represented by the section
si : M 0,n(X, β) → M 0,n+1(X, β) and ci ∪ ∆i = 0 (the image of si is isomorphic
to M0,3(X, 0) ×X M 0,n(X, β)), it is easy to derive so-called the fundamental class
axiom and the divisor axiom [20, 12]. Let fi(x) be polynomial with coefficients in
π∗(H∗(T ′)(M 0,n(X, d))). Let D be a divisor class in H
∗
(T ′)(X). Then (for n > 0)
< f1(c), ..., fn(c), 1 >
V
β =
∑
i
< f1(c), ...,
fi(c)− fi(0)
c
, ..., fn(c) >
V
β ,
(where we abuse the notation ‘fi(π
∗(c)) = fi(c)’,) and
< f1(c), ..., fn(c), D >
V
β = < D, β >< f1(c), ..., fn(c) >
V
β
+
∑
i
< f1(c), ..., fi−1(c), D
fi(c)−fi(0)
c
, fi+1(c), ..., fn(c) >
V
β .
Consider
ept/~SV :=
∑
a
< ~sa, 1 >
V
0 T
a = ept/~
∑
a
<
Ta
~(~− c)
>V T a = ept/~(1 + o(1/~)).
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which is the main object in this paper. This SV will be called the Givental’s corre-
lator for (X, V, E). It is an element in H∗(T ′)(X)[~
−1][[q1, ..., qk]]. Notice that S
V for
(X, V, Euler) is homogeneous of degree 0 if we let
∑
(deg qi)pi = c1(TX) − c1(V ),
deg ~ = 1, and degA = b if A ∈ H2bT ′(X).
The quantum D-module of QH∗(T ′)(V ) is defined by the D-module generated by
< ~s, 1 >V0 for all flat sections ~s. When there is no V considered, we denote by
QH∗(X) the quantum cohomology. That is, using < ... >X , we define QH∗(X).
Remark: Suppose a differential operator P (~ ∂
∂ti
, eti, ~) with coefficients in H∗(T ′)
annihilates < ~s, 1 >V0 for all flat sections ~s, then P (p1, ..., pk, q1, ...qk, 0) holds in
QH∗(T ′)(V ) [12].
2.3.2. Examples. The projective space Pn: It is well known that in the quantum
cohomology ring QH∗(Pn), (p◦)n+1 = q, where p = c1(O(1)) and q is given with
respect to the line class dual to p. The corresponding operator is (~ d
dt
)n+1− et . The
solutions are explicitly known in [11]. SX is
1 +
∑
d>0
edt
1
((p+ ~)(p+ 2~)...(p+ d~))n+1
.
The complete flag manifolds F (n) : Let F (n) be the set of all complete flags (C1 ⊂
... ⊂ Cn) in Cn. The usual cohomology ring is Q[x1, x2, ..., xn]/(I1, ..., In) where xi are
the Chern classes of (Si/Si−1)
∗, Si are the universal subbundles with fibers C
i and Ii
are the i-th elementary symmetric polynomials of x1, ..., xn. Let us use as a basis of
H2(F (n),Z) duals of the first Chern classes of (Si)
∗, i = 1, ..., n− 1. They are in the
edges of the closed Ka¨hler cone.
Let A(xi) be a matrix

x1 q1 0 0 ... 0
−1 x2 q2 0 ...
... ...
0 ... −1 xn−1 qn−1
0 ... 0 −1 xn

 .
Then the quantum relations are generated by the coefficients of the characteristic
polynomial of the matrix A(xi).
The corresponding differential operators turn out to be obtained by the same
method using A(xi) with arguments ~
∂
∂t1
instead of x1, ~
∂
∂ti
− ~ ∂
∂ti−1
instead of xi,
and −~ ∂
∂tn−1
instead of xn [13, 15]. These differential operators are the integrals of
the quantized Toda lattices. The quadratic differential operator of them can be easily
derived. In fact, given a quantum relation of F (n) between the divisors xi, there is
a unique operator satisfying that its symbol becomes the relation and it annihilates
< ~s, 1 >0 for all flat sections ~s. In general, the explicit cohomological expression S
X
of solutions to the quantum differential operators are not known.
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2.3.3. The general quintic hypersurface in P4. Let Y be a smooth degree 5 hypersur-
face in P4. Y is not a homogeneous space. However, using virtual fundamental class
[M 0,n(Y, β)] [4, 5, 17], one can define also the quantum cohomology QH
∗(Y ) of Y . It
is expected that
< A1f1(c), ..., ANfN (c) >
Y=< A1f1(c), ..., ANfN (c) >
O(5) .
Let p be the induced class of the hyperplane divisor in P4. The quantum relation is
(p◦)4 = 0. The corresponding operator is, however, not (~ d
dt
)4, but
(~
d
dt
)2
(
(~ d
dt
)2
5 + f(q)
)
,
where < p ◦ p, p >Y0 = 5+ f(q). Notice that in this Calabi− Y au 3-fold case, we lose
the whole information of quantum cohomology when one concerns only the quantum
relation, (p◦)4 = 0. The unknown f(q) was conjectured by physicists [7]. The general
idea of the prediction is the following. Roughly speaking, in theoretical physics, there
are quantum field theories associated to Calabi-Yau three-folds by A-model and B-
model. What we have constructed so far are A-model objects for Calabi-Yau three-
folds. On the other hand using a family of the so-called mirror manifolds which are
also Calabi-Yau three-folds, conjecturally one may construct the equivalent quantum
field theory by B-model. The corresponding mirror partner of a quantum differential
equation / quantum D module is the Picard-Fuchs differential equation / Gauss-
Manin connection of the mirror family. It was predicted that they are equivalent
by a certain transformation. In [7] are obtained the conjectural mirror family of
quintics, the Picard-Fuchs differential equation and the transformation. That is how
the prediction is made. The prediction is now proven to be correct by Givental [12].
2.4. The idea of the proof of theorem 1. To describe the idea, let us notice
that Givental’s proof [14] of the mirror conjecture for the nonnegative toric complete
intersections can be divided into three parts. (He shows in the paper that the mirror
phenomenon occurs also in non-Calabi-Yau manifolds.) Let X be a Fano toric mani-
fold with a big torus T , and V be a T × T ′-equivariant decomposable convex vector
bundle over X , where T ′ acts on X trivially.
1. In A-part, it is proven that
(a) the T × T ′-equivariant solution vector SV ∈ H∗(T×T ′)(X)[[q, ~
−1]] has an
“almost recursion relation,”
(b) it satisfies the polynomiality in the so-called “double construction,” and
(c) it is uniquely determined by the above two properties with the aymptotical
behavior SV = 1 + o( 1
~
).
2. In B-part, another (T × T ′-equivariant hypergeometric) vector ΦV , presumably
given by the mirror symmetry conjecture, is constructed. It is verified that it
also satisfies (a) and (b) using a toric (naive) compactification of holomorphic
maps from P1 to X .
3. When c1(X)− c1(V ) is nonnegative and E = Euler, there is a suitable equiva-
lence transformation between ΦV and SV .
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In this paper, for a T × T ′ equivariant decomposable convex vector bundle V over
any compact homogeneous X of a semi-simple complex Lie group G, we will show
that SV satisfies property 1 above. In this case, T is a maximal torus of G.
We define ΦV which corresponds ΦV of the toric case in property 2: Let ΦX =
SX =
∑
dΦ
X
d q
d. For ΦV , we will find a modification H ′d ∈ H
∗
T×T ′(X)[~] (depend on
V and d) such that if ΦV :=
∑
dΦ
X
d H
′
dq
d, then
(A) ΦV (after the restriction to the fixed points) has the almost recursion relation
exactly like SV and
(B) ΦV has the polynomial property in the double construction.
In fact, we design H ′d to satisfy (A) and (B).
Finally, when E = Euler and c1(TX) − c1(V ) is nonnegative, we will prove that
a certain operation will transform SV to ΦV , since they satisfy the same almost
recursion relation and the polynomiality of the double construction.
3. The almost recursion relations
As in section 2 let X be a homogeneous manifold G/P where G is a complex semi-
simple Lie group and P is a parabolic subgroup. Let T be a maximal torus. The T
action has only isolated fixed points {v, w, ...}. The one dimensional invariant orbit
of T is analyzed in detail in section 7 and 8. For a moment we need the fact that the
closures of orbits are finite P1’s connecting a fixed point v to another fixed point w.
For a given equivariant vector bundle W over a T × T ′-space M , we use [W ] which
denote the element in the K-group K0T×T ′(M) corresponding to the T × T
′ vector
bundle W .
The torus action on X induces the natural action on the moduli space of stable
maps by the functorial property. Since the evaluation maps are T × T ′-equivariant,
the pullbacks of T ×T ′-bundles have natural actions in the orbifold sense. In turn, Vβ
has the induced T ×T ′-action. All ingredients in section 2 are from now on the equi-
variant ones. We would like to evaluate SV as a specialization of the equivariant one
corresponding to SV . We use the same notation SV ∈ H∗(T×T ′)(X)[[~
−1]][[q1, ..., qk]]
for the equivariant one. Notice that SV might have power series of ~−1 in each coef-
ficient of qd, since c are not anymore nilpotent. Using the localization theorem, we
shall find an “almost recursion relation” on the equivariant Givental correlator. To
begin with, we summarize the fixed points of the induced action on the moduli space
of stable maps. If a stable map represents a fixed point in the moduli space, the
image of the map should lie in the closure of the 1-dimensional orbits. The special
points are mapped to isolated fixed points. Let us denote by αv,w the character of
the tangent space of a 1-dimensional orbit connecting an isolated fixed point v to
another w. Then, −αv,w is the character of the tangent line of the 1-dimensional
orbit o(v, w) at w. We use βv,w to stand for the second homology class represented
by the ray. Denote by o(v) the set of all fixed points w 6= v which can be connected
by a one-dimensional orbit with v.
Lemma 1. Recursion Lemma ([12])
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Denote by φv the equivariant classes i∗(1) at v, here iv denotes the T×T
′-equivariant
inclusion of the point v into (X, V ). Then SV ∈ H∗T×T ′(X)[[~
−1]][[q1, ..., qk]] has an
“almost” recursion relation, namely, for any v ∈ XT ,
0) SVv (q, ~) :=< S
V , φv >
V
0 ∈ H
∗
(T×T ′)(~)[[q]] and the substitution Sw(q,−αv,w/m)
of ~ with −αv,w in Sw(q, ~) is well-defined,
1) The difference Rv of S
V
v (q, ~) and the “recursion part” is a power series of q
over the polynomial ring of 1/~, that is,
Rv := S
V
v (q, ~)−
∑
w∈o(v), m>0
qmβv,w
(−αv,w)/m
~(αv,w +m~)
E(Vv,w,m)i
∗
v(φv)
Euler(Nv,w,m)
Sw(q,−αv,w/m),
is in H∗(T×T ′)[~
−1][[q]], where Vv,w,m is T × T
′ representation space H0(P1, f ∗V ), here
f is the totally ramified m-fold map onto o(v, w) over v and w; and Nv,w,m is the
T × T ′-representation space [H0(P1, f ∗TX)]− [0]; and
2) furthermore, for SX itself, the first term Rv is 1.
We will say that the statement 1) reveals the almost recursion relation of SV . The
statement 2) shows that SXv have recursion relations in the ordinary sense.
Proof. First of all, using the short exact sequence
0→ Ker → Vd → e
∗
1(V )→ 0
over M0,1(X, d), we see that S
V is indeed in H∗T×T ′[[~
−1]][[q1, ..., qk]]. (The last map
in the sequence is given by the evaluation of global sections at the marked point.)
A connected component of the T -fixed loci of the moduli space Xd := M 0,1(X, d)
is isomorphic to a product of Deline-Mumford spaces with marked points from the
special points of the inverse image f−1(v) of the generic f in the component for
all v ∈ XT . Now fix a v and consider SVv . It is enough to count the fixed locus
F d,v where the marked point x should be mapped to the fixed point v since φv can be
supported only near the point. For a stable map (f, C; x) denote by C1 the irreducible
component of C containing the marked point x. Then F d,v is the disjoint union of
F d,v1 := {(f, C; x) ∈ F
d,v | f(C1) = v}
and
F d,v2 :=
⋃
w∈o(v),m=1,...,mβv,w≤d
F d,v,w,m,
where F d,v,w,m is
{(f, C; x) ∈ F d,v | w ∈ f(C1), deg f |C1 = m}.
SVv is an integral over F
d,v’s by a localization theorem for orbifolds. We claim that
the integral of
E(Vd)e
∗
1(φv)
~(~− c)
over F d,v1 is in H
∗
(T×T ′)[~
−1]. The reason is that the universal cotangent line bundle
over F d,v1 in the moduli space has the trivial action. It implies that the equivariant
class c restricted to F d,v1 is nilpotent.
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Now we shall obtain the ‘almost recursion relation’ from the contribution of the
fixed loci F d,v2 . Denote d − mβv, w by d
′. Since C1 is always one end of C for any
(f, C; x) ∈ F d,v2 , we can have a natural isomorphism from F
d′,w to F d,v,w,m, where
F d
′,w are fixed loci in Xd′ := M0,1(X, d
′), consisting of the stable maps sending the
marked points to w. We obtain the morphism, joining the m-covering of o(v, w) to
stable maps in F d
′,w. By the m-covering of o(v, w), we mean a totally m-ramified
map from P1 ∼= C1 to o(v, w) over v and w. Let x
′ = f−1(w) ∩ C1.
We claim that the normal bundles as in K0(F d,v,w,m ∼= F d
′,w) satisfy the equality
[NXd/F d,v,w,m ]− [NXd′/F d
′,w ] = [Nv,w,m]− [TwX ] + [Tx′C1 ⊗ L|F d′,w ](1)
where L is the universal tangent line bundle over Xd′ . The reason of the claim is
as follows: Recall that each fixed component is isomorphic to the product of moduli
space of stable curves (see section 3 in [16] for detail). Hence, we conclude that
[NXd/F d,v,w,m ]− [NXd′/F d
′,w ]− [L|F d′,w ] (over each fixed components) is equal to a trivial
bundle with nontrivial actions. The twister by action can be computed by study of
action on normal spaces at (f, C1 ∪ C2; x) ∈ F
d,v,w,m. Let N1 be the normal space
of F d,v,w,m at (f, C1 ∪ C2; x) and N2 be the normal space of F
d′,w at (f |C2 , C2; x
′ :=
C1 ∩ C2). Then as representation spaces
[N1] = [N2] + ([H
0(C1, f |
∗
C1
TX)]− [H0(C1, TC1)])− [TwX ]
+ [Tx′C1 ⊗ Tx′C2] + [Tx′C1] + [TxC1].
Hence we conclude the claim (1) after canceling of [H0(C1, TC1)] = [0] + [Tx′C1] +
[TxC1].
On the other hand, the direct sum of the fiber of Vd at (f, C1∪C2; x) ∈ F
d,v,w,m and
V |w is equal to the direct sum of the fiber of Vd′ at (f |C2, C2; x
′) and H0(C1, (f |C1)
∗V ).
Thus, applying the localization theorem we obtain∫
Xd
E(Vd)e
∗
1(φv)
~(~− c)
= I +
∑
w∈o(m),0<m;mβv,w≤d
E(Vv,w,m)i
∗
v(φv)(−αv,w/m)
m~(αv,w/m+ ~)Euler(Nv,w,m)
×
∫
Xd−mβv,w
E(Vd−mβv,w)e
∗
1(φw)
(−αv,w/m)(−αv,w/m− c)
,
where I is the integral over F d,v1 . The factor m in m~(αv,w/m + ~) comes from the
nature of orbifold localization theorem. (There are m automorphisms of f |C1 .)
Using induction on |d| =
∑
di, we may assume that the integral factors in the
second term are well-defined and belong to H∗(T×T ′). (Localization theorem itself also
explains them.) So, statements 0) and 1) in the lemma are proven.
Now let us prove statement 2). Since < c1(TX), β >≥ 2 for all β, by degree
counting we see that there are no contributions from the integral over F d,v1 . The
reason is that dimM 0,
∑
di+1 = (
∑
di) − 2 is less than 2(
∑
di) − 2 if (d1, .., dk) 6= 0
and dimM 0,1(X, d) ≥ 2
∑
di + dimX − 2. So, in the case of S
X , Rv = 1.
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4. The double construction
Lemma 2. Double Construction Lemma
The double construction
W (SV ) :=
∫
V
SV (qe~z, ~)e
∑
piziSV (q,−~)
is a power series of q1, ..., qk and z1, ..., zk with coefficients in H
∗
T×T ′[~].
A priori W (SV ) has coefficients in Laurent power series ring of ~−1 over H∗T×T ′.
For the proof we will make use of graph spaces and universal classes defined in the
below.
4.1. The main lemma. Let Ld be the projective space of the collection of all
(f0, ..., fN) such that fi(z0, z1) are homogeneous polynomials of degree d. Ld is iso-
morphic to P(d+1)(N+1)−1. Given a stable map of degree (d, 1) from a prestable curve
C to PN × P1, there is a special irreducible component C0 of C such that C0 has
degree (d0, 1) under the stable map. This special component C0 is parameterized by
P1 in the target space. Thus we can identify C0 with P
1 and keep track where the
other components intersect. Suppose the other connected components C1, ..., Cl of
C−C0 intersect with C0 = P
1 at [x1 : y1], ..., [xl : yl]. If the degrees of Ci are di under
the stable map, we now associate the stable map to
l∏
i=1
(yiz0 − xiz1)
di(f 00 , ..., f
0
N),
where (f 00 , ..., f
0
N) are the polynomials coming from the data of the restriction of f to
C0.
Main lemma: (Givental [12]) The above “polynomial” mapping from Gd(P
N) :=
M 0,0(P
N ×P1, (d, 1)) to Ld is a (C
×)N ×C×-equivariant morphism, where PN has the
diagonal (C×)N action and P1 has the C× action by [z0 : z1] 7→ [tz0 : z1] for t ∈ C
×.
Notice that the C× action on Ld is given by
[f0(z0, z1) : ... : fN (z0, z1)] 7→ [f0(t
−1z0, z1) : ... : fN (t
−1z0, z1)]
for t ∈ C×.
4.2. The universal class. The T × T ′-equivariant spanned line bundle Ui over X
gives rise to the T × T ′-equivariant morphism µi0 : X → P
N , and so we obtain:
(µid)
∗(O(1)) O(1)y y
Gd(X) −−−→ Gdi(P
N) −−−→ Ldi
,
where Gd(X) is the graph space M0,0(X × P
1, (d, 1)), and µid is the T × T
′ × C×-
equivariant map from Gd(X) to Ldi . On O(1) we choose the lifted C
×-action coming
from the action on the vector space of N + 1 di-homogeneous polynomials by
[f0(z0, z1) : ... : fN(z0, z1)] 7→ [f0(z0, tz1) : ... : fN (z0, tz1)]
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for t ∈ C×.
Denote by Pi = c1((µ
i
d)
∗O(1)), the T × T ′ ×C×-equivariant Chern class. It is said
to be a universal class in the paper [14].
Denote by Wd the vector orbi-bundle over Gd(X) with the fiber H
0(C, ψ∗π∗1V ) at
(C, ψ): Consider
Gd,1(X) −−−→
e1
X × P1
pi
y x
Gd(X) π
∗
1V,
where Gd,1(X) denotes the graphs space with one marked point and π1 is the projec-
tion of X × P1 to the first factor X . Then Wd := π∗e
∗
1π
∗
1V .
4.3. Proof of Lemma 2. It is enough to show the equality∑
d
qd
∫
Gd(X)
ePzE(Wd) =
∫
V
SV (q, ~)epzSV (qe−~z,−~).
The left integral is a T × T ′ × C×-equivariant push forward with ~ as c1(O(1)) over
P∞ and the right one is a T × T ′-equivariant push forward with a formal variable ~.
We will apply localization theorem. Let us analyze the C×-action fixed lociGd(X)
C×
of Gd(X). Gd(X)
C× is isomorphic to
∑
d(1)+d(2)=dM 0,1(X, d
(1))×X M 0,1(X, d
(2)).
Suppose |d(1)|+ |d(2)| 6= 0. The normal bundle is as follows:
When |d(1)||d(2)| = 0: The codimension is 2 (one from the nodal condition and the
other from the condition of the image of the nodal point). Then the Euler class of
the normal bundle is ~(~ − c0), or −~(−~ − c∞), where c0 and c∞ are the Chern
classes of universal cotangent line bundles of the first marked point over M 0,1(X, d
(1))
and M 0,1(X, d
(2)), respectively. Here we assume the following convention: 0 = [0 :
1],∞ = [1 : 0], the associated equivariant line bundle to the character 1 of the group
C× has ~ as its equivariant Chern class.
When |d(1)||d(2)| 6= 0: The codimension is 4 and the Euler class is ~(~−c0)(−~)(−~−
c∞). Here, for instance, c0 ∈ H
2(M 0,1(X, d
(1))×XM 0,1(X, d
(2))) is the pull-back of the
Chern class of the universal cotangent line bundle of the first factor ofM 0,1(X, d
(1))×X
M 0,1(X, d
(2)).
Let us analyze Pi restricted to Gd(X)
C×. Consider the commutative diagram,
Gd(1),d(2)(X) :=M 0,1(X, d
(1))×X M0,1(X, d
(2)) −−−→
µi
d
Ldi∋ z
d
(1)
i
0 z
d
2)
i
1 [x0 : ... : xN ]
pi2
y x x
M 0,1(X, d
(2)) −−−→
µi0◦e1
PN ∋ [x0 : ... : xN ],
where the first vertical map π2 is the projection and under the second vertical map
PN is embedded into Ldi as the C
× -action fixed locus of the part {zd
(1)
0 z
d(2)
1 [x0 : ... :
14
xN ]|[x0 : ... : xN ] ∈ P
N}. One concludes that e∗1 ◦ (µ
i
0)
∗(c1(O(1)|PN )) = e
∗
1(pi)− d
(2)
i ~
and so ∑
Pizi|G
d(1),d(2)
=
∑
(π∗2e
∗
1(pi)− d
(2)
i ~)zi.
Since
SV (q, ~)epzSV (qe−~z,−~)
=
∑
a,b,d(1),d(2)
<
Ta
~(~− c)
>Vd(1) T
aqd
(1)
epz <
T b
−~(−~− c)
>Vd(2) Tbq
d(2)e−d
(2)~z,
we see that ∫
V
SV (q, ~)epzSV (qe−~z,−~)
=
∑
a,d(1),d(2)
<
Ta
~(~− c)
>Vd(1)<
T aepz−d
(2)~z
−~(−~− c)
>Vd(2) q
d(1)+d(2)
=
∑
d
qd
∫
G
d(1),d(2)
(X)
e(pi
∗
2e
∗
1p−d
(2)~)zE(Wd)
[NGd(X)/Gd(1) ,d(2) (X)]
=
∑
d
qd
∫
Gd(X)
ePzE(Wd),
after applying the localization theorem only for C× action on Gd(X).
5. The class P(C) and mirror transformations
5.1. The class P(C). Let C be the collection of given data of Cv,w,m ∈ H
∗
(T×T ′),
αv,w ∈ H
∗
T×T ′, and βv,w ∈ Λ−0, for all (v, w,m) ∈ X
T ×XT ×N with v ∈ o(w). Here
N is the set of positive integers. Assume that (pi)w − (pi)v = − < pi, βv,w > αv,w for
all i = 1, ..., k. Define degree of ~ as 1. Let q1, ..., qk be formal parameters with some
given nonnegative degrees. Define the degree of a homogeneous class of HbT×T ′(X) as
b/2. Let P(C) be the class of all Z(q, ~) ∈ H∗T×T ′(X)[[~
−1, q]] of homogeneous degree
0 such that
a): Z(0, ~) = 1, Zv(q, ~) :=< Z, φv >
V
0 (this is not depend on V ) is inH
∗
(T×T ′)(~)[[q]]
for any fixed point v, and Zw(q,−αv,w/m) are well-defined for all v ∈ o(w), m > 0
(m are positive integers),
b): the almost recursion relation for each fixed point v holds, that is by definition,
Rv := Zv(q, ~)−
∑
m>0,w∈o(v)
qmβv,w
Cv,w,m
~(αv,w +m~)
Zw(q,−αv,w/m),
is in H∗(T×T ′)[~
−1][[q]], where
qmβv,w :=
∏
i
q
m<pi,βv,w>
i
; and
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c): in the double construction
W (Z)(q, z) :=
∫
V
Z(qe~z, ~)e
∑
piziZ(q,−~),
is in H∗T×T ′[~][[q, z]]. (We use the multi-index notation for z = (z1, ..., zk) and
q = (q1, ..., qk).)
Whenever the data C comes from (X, V, E) as in lemma 1, we denote the class by
P(X, V, E). So, in the case
Cv,w,m := C
V
v,w,m :=
(−αv,w)/m E(Vv,w,m)i
∗
v(φv)
Euler(Nv,w,m)
,
αv,w is the character of Tvo(v, w), βv,w = [o(v, w)] ∈ H2(X,Z), and
c1(TX)− c1(V ) =
∑
i=1,...,k
(deg qi)pi.
So far, we proved that SV for E = Euler is in class P(X, V, Euler).
In the below we introduce on P(C) a transformation group generated by the fol-
lowing three types of operations.
1) Multiplication by f(q): Let f(q) =
∑
d≥0 fdq
d, where fd ∈ Q, f(q) is homo-
geneous of degree 0, and f(0) = 1. Then f(q)Z ∈ P(C).
2) Multiplication by exp(f(q)/~): Let f(q) =
∑
d>0 fdq
d, where fd are inH
∗
T×T ′.
Suppose deg(f(q)) = 1. Then Znew := exp(f(q)/~)Z is still in P(C).
3) Coordinate changes: Consider a transformation:
Z → Znew := exp(
∑
i
fi(q)pi/~)Z(q exp(f(q)), ~)
where fi(q) =
∑
d>0 f
(d)
i q
d of homogeneous degree 0, f
(d)
i ∈ Q, and q exp(f(q)) =
(q1 exp(f1(q)), ..., qk exp(fk(q))). Then Z
new is still in P(C).
Let us call the transformation group the mirror group.
Theorem 2. ([14]) Suppose deg q are nonnegative and there is at least one element
of form 1 + o(~−1) in the class P(C). Then the mirror group action on P(C) is free
and transitive.
First, we will check 1), 2) and 3); and prove the so-called uniqueness lemma and
then theorem above.
Proof of 1). First, Znew := fZ is homogeneous of degree 0, f(0)Z(0, ~) = 1, and
fZv are in H
∗
(T×T ′)(~)[[q]], and of course Z
new
w (q,−αv,w/m) are well-defined. Second,
Znewv = f(q)Rv +
∑
qmβv,w
Cv,w,m
~(αv,w +m~)
Zneww (q,−αv,w/m).
Thus fZ has the almost recursion relation.
Finally,
W new :=
∫
V
Znew(qe~z, ~)epzZnew(q,−~)
= f(qe~z)f(q)W,
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which still has the polynomial coefficients in H∗T×T ′[~].
Proof of 2). The new Znew is homogeneous of degree 0, Znew(0, ~) = 1, Znewv are in
H∗(T×T ′)(~)[[q]], and Z
new
w (q,−αv,w/m) are well-defined. Since exp(
f(q)
~
+ mf(q)
αv,w
) = 1+
(αv,w+m~)gαv,w,m and gαv,w,m is a q-series with polynomial coefficients inH
∗
(T×T ′)[~
−1],
Znew has the almost recursion relation.
Once again,
W new = exp(
1
~
(f(qe~z)− f(q)))W.
But f(qe~z)−f(q) =
∑
d>0 fd((e
~z)d−1)qd is a (z, q)-series with polynomial coefficients
in ~H∗T×T ′[~].
Proof of 3). The Znew is homogeneous of degree 0, Znew(0, ~) = 1, Znewv are in
H∗(T×T ′)(~)[[q]], and Z
new
w (q,−αv,w/m) make sense.
Since (pi)w − (pi)v = − < pi, βv,w > αv,w,∑
i
fi(q)(pi)v/~ =
∑
i
fi(q)(pi)w/(−αv,w/m)
−m
∑
i
< pi, βv,w > fi(q) +
∑
i
fi(q)(pi)v
αv,w~
(m~+ αv,w).
The exponential of the last term on the right can be denoted by 1+(αv,w+m~)gαv,w,m
where gαv,w,m is a q-series with coefficients which are in H
∗
(T×T ′)[~
−1]. Znew satisfies
the almost recursion relation.
Consider the double construction
W new(q, z) =
∫
V
ef(qe
~z)p/~Z(qe~zef(qe
~z), ~)epze−f(q)p/~Z(qef(q),−~)
= W (qef(q), z +
f(qe~z)− f(q)
~
).
But since f(qe~z)− f(q) is divisible by ~, W new is a polynomial (q, z)-series.
Lemma 3. Uniqueness Lemma
Let Z =
∑
d≥0 Zdq
d and Z ′ =
∑
d≥0 Z
′
dq
d be series in P(C). Suppose Z ≡ Z ′ modulo
( 1
~
)2. Then Z ′ = Z.
Proof. We may suppose that Z ′d = Zd for all 0 ≤ d < d0 for some d0 ≥ 1. Let
D(~) := Z ′d0 − Zd0 = A~
−2r−1 +B~−2r + ....
= ~−2r(A/~+B +O(~)),
where A, B ∈ H∗T×T ′(X). (A might be 0.) This is possible since < D, φv >0 for
all v are polynomials of 1/~ over H∗(T×t′) and so D is a polynomial of 1/~ over
H∗T×T ′(X). Consider the coefficient of q
d0 in W (Z ′) − W (Z), which can be set
δ(D) =
∫
V
e(p+d0~)zD(~) + epzD(−~). If r = 0, then D = 0 since D ≡ 0 modulo
(1/~)2. Assume r ≥ 1. We shall show that A = 0 = B, which implies by induction
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that D = 0. Notice that, since δ(D) is a polynomial of ~,
O(~2) = ~2rδ(D) =
∫
V
e(p+d0~)z(A/~+B +O(~)) + epz(−A/~ +B +O(~))
=
∫
V
epzAdoz + 2Be
pz +O(~).
So,
0 = d0z
∫
V
epzA+ 2
∫
V
Bepz
=
∑
v∈XT
(d0ze
pvzAv + 2e
pvzBv)
1
i∗v(φv)
,
where Av, Bv, and Euler(V )v are the restrictions of A, B, and Euler(V ) to the fixed
point v, respectively. Since pvz are different as v are different (this can be seen in
section 7 and 8), epvz and zepvz are independent over H∗(T×T ′). So we conclude that
Av = 0 = Bv for all v, and hence A = 0 = B.
5.2. Proof of theorem 2. It suffices to show the transitivity of the action. Let Z1
and Z2 be in class P(C) and let Z1 = 1 + o(1/~).
Since deg q ≥ 0, we may let
Z2 = Z
(0)
2 + Z
(1)
2
1
~
+ o(
1
~
),
where Z
(0)
2 ∈ H
∗
T×T ′(X)[[q]] is of homogeneous of degree 0 and Z
(1)
2 is homogeneous
of degree 1. Furthermore, Z
(0)
2 (q) ∈ H
∗
T×T ′(X)[[q]] is a q-series with coefficients in Q,
Z
(0)
2 (0) = 1, and Z
(1)
2 (q) is a q-series with coefficients in H
∗
T×T ′[p] by degree counting.
We may let
Z
(1)
2 (q)
Z
(0)
2 (q)
=
∑
i
(fi(q) · pi) + g(q),
where fi(q) are pure q-series over Q of degree 0 and g(q) are degree 1 in H
∗
T×T ′[[q]].
In addition, fi(0) = 0 = g(0).
Now, consider operations on Z1: first, coordinate changes,
Z ′1 = exp(f(q)p/~)Z1(q exp(f(q)), ~) = 1 + f(q)p/~+ o(1/~),
second, multiplication by exp(g(q)/~),
Z ′′1 = exp(g(q)/~)Z
′
1 = 1 +
1
~
(f(q)p+ g(q)) + o(1/~),
finally, multiplication by Z
(0)
2 (q),
Z ′′′1 = Z
(0)
2 (q)Z
′′
1 = Z
(0)
2 +
1
~
Z
(1)
2 + o(1/~).
According to the uniqueness lemma, the last one Z ′′′1 must be equal to Z2 since
Z ′′′1
∼= Z2 modulo (1/~)
2.
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5.3. Transformation from JV to IV . We explain the transformation introduced
in the introduction. Let Z˜ be the nonequivariant specialization of Z. Let Z1 and Z2
be in class P(C) and let Z1 = 1+o(1/~). Now let us specialize the equivariant setting
to nonequivariant one. Let JV = e(t0+pt)/~Z˜1(q) and I
V = e(t0+pt)/~Z˜2(q). Then, they
are equivalent up to the unique coordinate change t0 7→ t0 + f0(q)~ + f−1(q) and
t 7→ ti + fi(q), i = 1, ..., k, where fj ∈ Q[[q]] for all j, f0 and fi (i = 1, ..., k) have
degree 0, f−1 has degree 1; and fj(0) = 0 for all j.
6. The modified B series
Let X be a homogeneous manifold with the torus T × T ′ action. From now on let
V = L1⊕ ...⊕Ll be an equivariant decomposable convex vector bundle over X , where
Li are line bundles.
6.1. The correcting Euler classes. Let x = (x1, ..., xl) be indeterminant.
Define a polynomial of x over Z[~] for β ∈ Λ:
Hβ(x, ~) :=
l∏
i=1
<c1(Li),β>∏
m=0
(xi +m~).
Set
H ′β(x, ~) :=
Hβ(x, ~)∏
xi
.
We treat each linear factor (xi +m~) of Hβ as a Chern character. Define
ΦV (q, ~) :=
∑
d∈Λ
∑
a
qd <
Ta
~(~− c)
>Xd T
aE(H ′d(x, ~))(c1(L), ~),
where c1(L) = (c1(L1), ..., c1(Lk)).
Claim 1. (pi)w = (pi)v− < pi, βv,w > αv,w,
2. c1(L)w = c1(L)v− < c1(L), βv,w > αv,w
3. E(Vv,w,m) = E(Hmβv,w)(c1(L)v,−
αv,w
m
).
Proof: Let U be any equivariant convex line bundle. On the ray o(v, w) (∼= P1), we
have a homogeneous coordinate [z0 : z1] such that the induced action on the ray is
linear (because of the equivariant embedding theorem). We have also global sections
zn0 , z
n−1
0 z1, ..., z
n
1 of the restriction U |P1 of U to the ray, where [1 : 0] = w, [0 : 1] = v
and n =< c1(U), βv,w >. We know that z
n
0 , z
n
1 , z0/z1 have the characters c1(U)w,
c1(U)v and −αv,w, respectively. This concludes the proof.
The first one in the claim shows that we have the well-defined classes P(X, V, E).
(Otherwise, the mirror group transformation may not preserve the class P(X, V, E).)
Theorem 3. Suppose c1(TX) − c1(V ) is in ample cone. Then Φ
V is in the class
P(X, V, Euler).
Notice that for β ′ ≤ β
Hβ(x− < c1(L), β
′ > ~, ~) = Hβ′(x,−h)H
′
β−β′(x, ~)(2)
H ′β(x, ~) = H
′
β′(x, h)H
′
β−β′(x+ < c1(L), β
′ > ~, ~),(3)
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which will show the polynomiality of double construction and the almost recursion
relation for ΦV , respectively.
6.2. The proof of theorem. The homogeneous of ΦV is clear when E = Euler and
the rest properties will be proven for general E.
First of all, it is easy check to see
ΦV ∈ H∗T×T ′[[~
−1]][[q]].
For the polynomiality, consider∫
V
ΦV (q, ~)epzΦV (qe−~z,−~)(4)
=
∑
d
∑
d(1)+d(2)=d,a
qd
(1)
<
TaE(Hd(1))(c1(L), ~)
E(V )~(~− c)
>Xd(1)
qd
(2)
<
T ae(p−d
(2))zE(Hd(2))(c1(L),−~)
−~(−~− c)
>Xd(2) ,
where < Ta, T
b >X0 = δa,b. Let us use the notation and facts in 4.3. Since
E(Hd(1))(c1(L), ~)E(Hd(2))(c1(L),−~)
= E(Hd(x− < c1(L), d
(2) > ~, ~))(c1(L), ~)E(V )
from (2), the universal class U(c1(L)) corresponding to c1(L) restricted to Gd1,d2(X)
is
c1(L)− < c1(L), d
(2) > ~,
and e1 ◦ π1 = e1 ◦ π2, (4) is equal to
∑
d
qd
∫
G
d(1),d(2)
(X)
e(pi2e
∗
1p−d
(2)~)zE(Hd)(U(c1(L)), ~)
[NGd(X)/Gd(1) ,d(2) (X)]
=
∑
d
qd
∫
Gd(X)
ePzE(Hd)(U(c1(L)), ~),
which shows the polynomiality.
Now let us check the almost recursion relation. Let
SXv (q, ~) :=< S
X , φXv >
X
0 =
∑
d
SXv,d(~)q
d.
Since (if d 6= 0)
SXv,d(~) =
∑
w∈o(v),0<m;mβv,w≤d
CXv,w,m
~(αv,w +m~)
SXw,d−mβv,w(−
αv,w
m
)
and
E(H ′β)(c1(L)v,−
αv,w
m
) =
E(Vv,w,m)
E(V )v
E(H ′β−mβv,w)(c1(L)w,−
αv,w
m
)
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from (3) and the Claim, we obtain that
ΦVv,d(~) :=< Φ
V
d (~), φv >
V
0 = Rv,d
+
∑
w∈o(v),0<m;mβv,w≤d
CXv,w,mE(Vv,w,m)
E(V )v~(αv,w +m~)
×ΦXw,d−mβv,w(−
αv,w
m
)E(H ′d−mβv,w)(c1(L)w,−
αv,w
m
),
where Rv,d is indeed a polynomial of 1/~ over H
∗
(T×T ′).
However, since
CVv,w,m =
CXv,w,mE(Vv,w,m)
E(V )v
,
ΦVv (q, ~) has the same almost recursion coefficients C
V
v,w,m with S
V .
6.3. Proof of main theorem 1. Recursion lemma 1 and double construction lemma
2 show that SV is in class P(X, V, Euler). Certainly SV is form of 1 + o(~−1). Ac-
cording to theorem 3, ΦV also belongs to P(X, V, Euler). Then theorem 2 concludes
the proof. (We use the condition that E = Euler, in order to make sure that SV and
ΦV are homogeneous of degree 0.)
7. Grassmannians
7.1. Notation. Let e1, ..., en form the standard basis of C
n, T = (C×)n the complex
torus, and X := Gr(k, n) the Grassmannian, the set of all k-subspaces in Cn. As
usual, let T act on Gr(k, n) by the diagonal action. The fixed points v = (i1, ..., ik)
are then the k-planes generated by vectors ei1 , ..., eik . Denote by C
n ×X the trivial
vector bundle with the standard action. Then we may consider L, the determinant
of the bundle dual to the T -equivariant universal k-subbundle of Cn × X . Define
V = L⊗l, l > 0. Denote by p the equivariant class c1(L). We may identify H
∗(BT )
with Q[ε1, ..., εn] by the correspondence that εi is also denoted the equivariant Chern
class of the line bundle over a point equipped with T action as the representation of the
character εi. With respect to the Chern class of L, we shall write d ∈ Z = H2(X,Z).
7.2. A series.
7.2.1. Fixed points. Let v be, say, (1, 2, .., k). Then around the point, a local chart
can be described by 

1 0 ... 0
0 1 0
0 0 ... 1
x1,1 x1,2 ... xn−k,k
...
xn−k,1 xn−k,2 ... xn−k,k

 .
For each complex value (xi,j) the column vectors in the matrix span a k-plane which
stands for a point in Gr(k, n). Then in the chart the action by (t1, ..., tn) ∈ T is
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described as follows:
 x1,1 x1,2 ... xn−k,k...
xn−k,1 xn−k,2 ... xn−k,k

 7→

 t−11 tk+1x1,1 t−12 tk+1x1,2 ... t−1k tk+1x1,k...
t−11 tnxn−k,1 t
−1
2 tnxn−k,2 ... t
−1
k tnxn−k,k

 .
In each isolated fixed point of the Grassmannian there is dimGr(k, n)-many 1-
dimensional orbit (ray) passing through the point. For instance, if v = (1, 2, ..., k),
then there is only one ray (v, w) from v to w = (..., iˆ, ..., j) for any i ≤ k < j. These
rays have degree 1 ∈ H2(X,Z).
7.2.2. The Euler classes. Notice that the tangent space at v = (1, 2, ..., k) of the ray
connecting v to w = (..., iˆ, ..., j) has the character α(v, w) = εj − εi, where j > k ≥ i.
Similarly one can find out the characters for the other cases.
Let f : P1 → Gr(k, n) be a m-fold morphism totally ramifying the ray over v and
w. The T representation space H0(f ∗L⊗l) has the orbi-characters
apv + bpw
m
= lpv −
εj − εi
m
b, for a + b = lm, a ≥ 0, b ≥ 0,
where pv = −(ε1 + ... + εk) and pw = −(ε1 + ... + εˆi + .... + εk + εj) are p = c1(L)
restricted to the fixed points v and w, respectively.
8. The flag manifolds
We analyze fixed points of the maximal torus actions and the invariant curves
connecting two fixed points. This explicit description would be useful also to find SX
explicitly.
8.1. The complete flag manifolds. Let X be the set of all Borel subgroups of a
simply connected semi-simple Lie group G. It is a homogeneous space with the G-
action by conjugation. Then the maximal torus T -action (—fix one—) has isolated
fixed points. They are exactly Borel subgroups containing T . The fixed points are
naturally one-to-one corresponding to the set of Weyl chambers. Each Borel subgroup
containing T gives rise to a negative roots (—our convention—) of B and so a chamber
associated to the positive roots. Let C be the set of chambers. The tangent line
subspace associated to the positive root α has the character α.
There is, if one fix a fixed point v, a natural correspondence between the H2(X,Z)
and the characters of T . Then the Ka¨hler cone is exactly the positive Weyl chamber
v. Notice that the fundamental roots span the Ka¨hler cone. Consider co-roots α∨.
They span the Mori cone. We can identify the Mori cone Λ with the non-negative
integer span of co-roots.
8.2. The generalized flag manifolds. Let X be the set of all parabolic subgroups
with a given conjugate type. Let T be a maximal torus of G. Then the fixed loci are
isolated fixed points consisting of parabolic subgroups containing T .
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8.2.1. Rays. Let us choose a fixed point P ⊃ T . Then the rays at the fixed points
are described by the following way. (The rays are by definition the 1-dimensional
orbits of T passing through P .) Fix B a Borel subgroup in P containing T . First
consider the T -equivariant fibration, G/B → G/P and the rational map to G/B
by exp(zXα) ∈ G, z ∈ C, where Xα is an eigenvector of the positive root α. Since
expH exp(zXα) exp−H = exp(z exp adH(Xα)) = exp(z exp(α(H))Xα) forH ∈ LieT ,
we conclude that it is a T - invariant stable map. By the composition of the fibration,
we obtain all the rays. They are effectively labeled by the positive roots which are not
roots of P . So there are exactly dimX-many rays at each fixed point. The tangent
line at the ray has the character α.
8.2.2. The Ka¨hler cone. Here we need the Levi-decomposition of P and then consider
simple roots {αi}i∈P (∆) which are not roots of the semi-simple part of P . Then the
fundamental roots with respect to P is, by definition, {λi}i∈P (∆), where λi are dual
to α∨i .
Choose a fixed point P . We may identify H2(X,Z) with the set of integral weights
according to Borel-Weil theorem. Then the Ka¨hler cone is the set of all dominant
integral weights with respect to P .
8.2.3. Homogeneous line bundles. One can produces all very ample line bundles by
homogeneous line bundles associated to irreducible representations of P with highest
weights λ. The weights corresponding to the very ample line bundles are exactly
the positive integral combination of the fundamental weights with respect to P . We
shall denote by O(λ) the homogeneous line bundle associated to the (1-dimensional)
highest weight λ =
∑
i∈P (∆) aiλi representation of P . It is a very ample bundle if and
only if ai > 0 for all i.
This also shows that the ray P1 associated to α has the homology class “α∨,” in
the sense that < P1, c1(O(λ) >= (α
∨, λ). We shall use α∨ to denote the homology
class.
8.2.4.
∑
(pi)vzi are different for different v. Consider a line bundle L associated to
λ =
∑
i∈P (∆) aiλi. (Here in advance, we have to fix P ⊃ T .) Let Sα denote the
Weyl group element of the reflection associated to the root α. Then the line bundle
is L = O(Sα(λ)) if one look at it with respect to another “origin ” P
′ = exp(pi
2
(Xα −
Yα))P exp(−
pi
2
(Xα−Yα)) where [Xα, Yα] = Hα, [Hα, Xα] = 2Xα and [Hα, Yα] = −2Yα.
This P ′ is the other T -fixed point lies in the ray associated to α which passes through
P . (Because of the SL(2,C)-equivariant map from P1 to the ray, it is enough to check
it when G = SL(2,C), which is obvious.)
8.2.5. Vv,w,m and Nv,w,m. Let V = O(λ). Let ψ : P
1 → X be a stable map totally
ramifying one of rays, passing through P ⊃ T . Suppose the ray is associated to
a positive root α with respect to P and f is a m-multiple branched cover repre-
senting an isolated T -fixed point of M0,0(X,mα
∨). Then the T -representation space
H0(P1, f ∗(O(λ)) has the characters,
λ− a
α
m
, a = 0, ..., m(λ, α∨).
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To see it, use the coordinate z ∈ C around the fixed point and expH exp(zEα) exp−H =
exp(z exp adH(Eα)) = exp(z exp(α(H))Eα). Similarly, Nv,w,m has characters
δ − a
α
m
for α 6= δ > 0, a = 0, ..., m(δ, α∨),
α− a
α
m
for a = 0, ..., mˆ, ..., 2m,
where δ > 0 means δ is a positive root with respect to P .
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